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Abslract
The aim of tlıis study is to invcstigaıe ıhe effect of differenl group activities, bascd on the constructivist 
approach, on the social studies course of fifth grade studenls in an elementary school. This study \vas canried 
out with 54 students participating in social studies course. The experimenlal group was exposed to the 
constructivist approach with traditional nıethods being used on the other group. Achievement test and 
atlitude toward social studies scale, academic self concept scale, observalions and intervie\vs were used with 
both groups. Quantitalive dala wcre analyzed through a Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA). 
As a resul! of the MANCOVA, there vvas a significant nıean differencc bctsveen students’ achievement and 
atlitude tosvard social studies after the treatment \vhen pre-achievement and academic self-concepts scores 
were slatistically controlled. The result of Ihe MANCOVA analyses is supported by classroom observations 
and interviews with the teacher and the students.
Key 1 Vords: Constructivism, social studies education, group works in education.
Öz
Bu çalışmanın amacı, bir ilköğretim okulunda beşinci sınıf sosyal bilgiler dersinde oluştunnacı yaklaşıma 
dayalı çok yönlil grup aktivitelerinin öğrenciler üzerindeki etkisini belirlemektir. 54 öğrencinin katıldığı bu 
çalışmada, deney grubunda oluşturmact yaklaşıma dayalı ders işlenirken, diğer grupta etkinlikler önceki gibi 
devam etmiştir. Hem niceliksel hem de niteliksel verilerin yer aldığı çalışmada başarı testi, tutum ölçeği, 
akademik benlik kavramı, gözlem ve görüşme sonuçlarından yararlanılmıştır. Niceliksel veriler 
MANCOVA analizi yapılarak analiz edilmiştir. Ön test ve akademik benlik kavramı puanlan istatistiksel 
olarak kontrol edildiğinde, öğrencilerin son test ve tutumlannda deney grubu lehine anlamlı farklar 
meydana gelmiştir. Gözlem ve görüşme sonuçları bu sonuçlan desteklemektedir.
Analılar Sözcükler. Oluşturmacılık, sosyal bilgiler eğilimi, eğitimde grup çalışnıalan.
Introduction
Social studies deal with the human experience on the 
earth, the analysis of majör events, trends and 
problems of hunıanity, and an assessment of the 
critical choices we must make now and in the future 
(Pahl, 2000, 42). Educators of social studies have 
become.aware of the new process of learning över the 
past decade.
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Many teachers are \vorking hard to provide elementary 
students with high quality, meaningful social studies 
instruetion. At the same time, they would like to 
improve iheir teaching practice and ensure that students 
learn important social studies content, concepts and 
skills (Haas and Laughlin, 2001).
Haas and Laughlin (2001) carried out a survey with 
elementary social studies teachers and little has changed 
över the years. Social studies does not appear to be 
considered as an important content area in elementary 
schools; many elementary school teachers give priority 
to reading and mathematics instead of social studies,
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since these content arcas lıave a priority in local and 
State tesling programs; and teachers of elenıeııtary social 
stııdies may not be well grounded in social Science 
disciplines. In elenıeııtary schools in Tuıkcy, teachers 
usually give priority to mathematics and Turkish 
courses över otlıer lessons as indicated by Haas and 
Laughlin. They generally use lectııring and questioıı- 
ansıver teclıniques. However, social studies at school are 
very inıportant in educating aelive, Creative and 
produetive people in receııt years. Tlıe teachers nıust 
ask how they can design a lessoıı in which they facilitatc 
student learniııg. The teacher can inıplement a 
conslructivist approach on social studies course for 
aetive leaming.
The familiar conıment “Souııds good in theory but 
does not woık in practice” in constrııctivisnı is uscd to 
label almost any hands on activity that involves 
students’ prior kno\vledge. Iııdecd, the %vay as educators 
interpret and traııslate those phrases into curriculum and 
inslnıctional practices has to be grounded in a sound 
understanding of constructivist principles and ideas 
(Jadallah, 2000). Constructivist learning is based on 
studeııts’ aetive participatioıı in problem solving and 
critical tlıinking regarding a learning activity which they 
fınd relevant and engagiııg. They are “constructing” 
their o\vıı knosvledge by testiııg ideas and approaclıes 
based on tlıeir prior kno\vledge and experience, applying 
these to a new situation, and integrating the new 
knoıvledge gained witlı pre-existing intellectual 
constructs (Gagnoıı and Collay, 1996; Doolittle, 1999). 
Studeııts are aetive participants in the process of 
learning by ıııultiple leaming styles, group activities, 
brain stornıing and interpretative discussion ete. The 
teacher is the guider and the provider of the aetive 
process of the students. Also, the teacher is a co- leanıer 
\vith the students. The constructivist teacher encourages 
students to connect and sunınıarize concepts by 
analyziııg, pıedicting, justifyiııg, and defending their 
ideas. The teacher provides opportuııities for students to 
test their hypotheses, especially through group 
discussion of concrete experiences. Tlıe constructivist 
approach involves students in real-\vorld possibilities, 
then helps thenı to generate the abstraetions that bind 
phenonıena together. In a Constructivist Classroonı, 
student autonomy and initiative are accepted and
encouraged. The teacher asks open-ended questions and 
alloıvs \vaiting time for responses. Higher-level thinkiııg 
is encouraged. Students are engaged in dialogue with the 
teacher and svitlı each other. Students are engaged in 
experiences that challenge hypotheses and encourage 
discussion. The elass uses ra\v data, primary sources, 
manipulatives, physical, and interaetive materials (J. G. 
Brooks and M. G. Brooks, 1993).
Doolittle (1999) has eıııphasized eight pedagogical 
recommendatioııs for constructivism: Leaming should 
take place in authentic and real-world environments, 
involve social negotiation and nıediation. Content and 
skills should be made relevant to the learner and 
understood \vitliin the frameıvork of the learner’s prior 
kııoNvlcdge. Students should be assessed formatively, 
serving to iııform future learning experiences, 
encouraged to become self- regulatory, self- mediated, 
and self- aware. Teachers serve primarily as guides and 
facilitators of learning, not instructors, and should 
provide for and encourage multiple perspeetives and 
representations of content. Roblyer, Edıvards and 
Havriluk, (1997) emphasize a number of principles; 1) 
Provide experience of the knowledge construction 
process; 2) Provide experience in and appreciation for 
multiple perspeetives; 3) Embed leaming in realistic and 
relevant contexts; 4) Experience leaming in “rich” 
environments; 5) Encourage leaming as a part of social 
cxperience; 6) Encourage self avvareness or refleetive 
practice of the knoıvledge construction process. Ediger 
(1999) emphasizes sequencing pupil learning in 
constructivism. Constructivism emphasizes pupils’ 
sequcncing their own experiences vvith their teacher's 
guidance. The sequence does not reşide within the mind 
of the teacher nor in the materials of instruetion used. 
The learner needs to be empowered and reflect upon 
vvlıat is being learned as \vell as what has been learned. 
It is inıportant for each pupil to be accountable and 
consider the coıısequences of his/ her aets.
Chung (1991) has deseribed a constructivist leaming 
environment which is characterized by (1) shared 
kno\vlcdge among teachers and students; (2) shared 
authority and responsibility among teachers and 
students; (3) the teacher' new role as guide in 
instruetion; and (4) heterogeneous and small groupings 
of students. With respect to instruetion, students should
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parlicipate in experiences thal accommodate thcsc ways 
of leaming inclııding incinde problenı-based learning, 
inquiry activities, dialogues with peers and Icaclıers, 
exposurc lo mulliple sourccs of informatioıı, and 
opportunities for students to dcnıonstrate Iheir 
understandiııg in diverse ways (Windschitl, 1999). Also, 
asscssmeııt wi(hin constructivisnı in educatioıı is based 
on a vie\v of process rather than product. Autheııtic 
assessmcnt indicates student’s performance. Wheıı 
teacher uses authentic assessmeııt, students gain an 
underslanding of the tasks they arc to perfomı and assess 
their efforts against the criteria for an acceptable 
performance. With authentic assessment procedures, 
leachers strive to make an evaluation realistic, relevant, 
and reliable (Morris, 2001). Authentic assessment 
depends on evidence of students’ acconıplishments, 
which students provide with their products, portfolios, 
and performance assessments (Schurr, 1998 cited in 
Morris, 2001). Students construct their portfolios. Here, 
pupil work is selected and placed into his/her portfolio. 
These items might include: l.Writteıı products of pupils; 
2.Artistic endeavors; 3.Construction projects; 4.Videotapes 
of committee work; 5. Diary entries and journals written 
by the pupil (Ediger, 1999). Evaluation in the 
constructivist culture is rigorous and multidimensional. 
It is focused on the quality of the learner’s 
underslanding its depth, and its flexible application to 
related contexts (Lindschitl, 1999).
Constructivist inslructional approaches in general are 
being criticized in three ways: (1) They are costly to 
develop (because of the lack of efficiency), (2) They 
reqııire technology for implementation (for different 
activities and materials); and (3) They are very difficult 
to evaluate (ibid). However, these issues can be rectified 
by praclitioners who are Creative and innovative enough 
to introduce \vays of measuring student learning and 
assessing individual progress. Constructivisnı can 
provide uııique and exciting learning enviroııments in 
\vhich the challenge for praetitioners is to engage the 
learners in authentic and nıeaningfııl tasks, and to 
evaluate learning using assessment nıethods that reflect 
the constructionist methods embedded in the learning 
environments (Tam, 2000).
vSocial studies teachers point out ılıat students have 
trouble in applying and transferring knowledge, that
they do not have enough problcm-solving skills, or that 
they do not understand the importance of what they are 
asked to learn (Bevevino, 1999). Social studies research 
is based on new learning approaches. More traditional 
methods such as inquiry with current cognitive theory 
may wcll provide an even more po\verful approach to 
social studies teaching and leaming for the 21sl century 
(Olsen, 1998). Rice and Wilson (1999) emphasize how 
technology aids constructivisnı in the social studies 
classroom. Majör benefits to social studies teachers who 
integrate technology to support constructivisnı in the 
social studies include the ability to obtain relevant 
information in the form of documents, photographs, 
transeripts, video, and audio elips. Windschitl (1999) 
also refers to the teaching of constructivist social studies. 
Educators struggle with how specific instructional 
techniques fit into the constructivist model of 
instruetion. Regardless of the particular techniques used 
in instruetion, students will ahvays construct and 
reorganise knoıvledge rather than assinıilate information 
front teachers or textbooks.
The Turkish educational system consists mainly of 
three compoııents, namely primary, secondary and 
higher educatioıı. Primary education is eight years, 
compulsory and free of change in public sehools. 
Primary education has great significance. Social studies 
are one of the courses in primary education. Social 
studies courses in this education process contain 
citizcnship, responsibilities, democracy, social rules and 
bchaviours, our countries’ cultural, social and economic 
characteristics, and also look at Turkey’s geographic 
and historical characteristics Teaching of the social 
studies in Turkish Educational System gencrally relies 
on teacher talk, questions and ansıver techniques, 
textbook and map. But it has to be changed. In this work, 
group activities based on constnıctivism for social 
studies are fornıed in order to improve this education 
area. This study constructs an experience and its effects 
for social studies in Turkey. In this study, group 
activities based on the constructivist approach and 
lecturing (traditional) method lıave been compared. A 
comparison has been made for fifth grade students on 
social studies courses in the elementary education.
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The purpose of the present research is two fold:
(a) To examine the significant differences between a 
group exposed to the group activities based on 
constmctivist approach and a group exposed to 
lecturiııg method in temıs of achievement and 
attitudes of studeııts in an elementary social studies 
course.
(b) To investigate the teacher and the studeııts 
commeııts.
Method
The experimental method was used in tlıis study. 
Observations and interviews were used as qualitative 
and MANCOVA analyses were used to aııalyse the data.
Sııbjects
This study was conducted on 54 fiflh grade students of 
a social studies course in an elementary school which is 
located at the west part of the Black Sea Region in 
Turkey. This study was applied to students of t\vo groups 
from the same school. The groups \vere randomly 
selected. One of the groups, consisting of 30 students 
used group activities based on constmctivist approach 
while the other group consisted of 24 students who were 
giveıı traditional instmction.
Desigıı and Procedııre
The course \vas scheduled as 2 hours a day. The study 
was conducted över 25 days during the unit called “Our 
Country”. Both of the teachers \vere womeıı who had 
similar levels of education (graduated from a faculty of 
education) and who had more than 20 years of 
experience in teaching social studies coıırses and wlıo 
both had taught in heterogeneous classrooms.
First, observations were carried ou t on two groups 
using a digital video camera. Students drew pictures 
about the social studies lesson process, and wrote essays 
aboııt the unit. In addition, a prc-aclıievement test and a 
scale testing attitııde tovvard social studies were given to 
both groups as pre-test to control the possible 
differences before llıe beginniııg of the study. The data 
sho\v that both of the groups were the same before the 
tıeatment (p>0,05) for pre-test result and attitude to\vard 
social studies. Then, the teacher in the experimental
group was given a week’s Iraining on the constmctivist 
approach using Brooks and Brooks’ principles (1993. 
Additionally, some directions on the constmctivist 
process were given. Brooks and Brooks (1993) 
suggested t\velve strategies for constmctivist teachers.
Lesson plans based on constructivism were explained 
and given. However, it was emphasized that these plans 
can be changed by the students in the lesson process. A 
range of different group activities and materials based 
on a constmctivist approach \vere developed for social 
studies education in the elementary school in tlıis study. 
The objectives, topics of units, and activities \vere 
determincd. The teacher gave direction about topics and 
activities, and facilitated students. Students constmcted 
contents of topics. They prepared their materials and 
activities. So, content was changed according to 
students. While students \vere constmcting their 
learning aids, the teacher helped the students. The 
teacher guided the students, stimulating and provoking 
the student’s critical thinking, analysis and synthesis 
throughout the learning process. The students set tıp a 
balance betvveen their prior kno\vledge and the new 
experience. After the new experience, students 
constmcted new kno\vlcdge and affective characteristics. 
Students constmcted activities and materials according 
to their existing cultural characteristics and school 
environment. Parents often helped their students as 
teachers. Iıı the family the child and family members 
shared contexts that can be regarded as shared social 
constructs, which is also a critical coııtext for 
determiııing individual constructs. This was also 
extremely po\verful \vithin the peer group (Marsh, 
http:Avww.bamaed.ua.edu/ail601/const.htm). There was 
interaction anıong the teacher, students, their parents 
and peers for constmctivist learning process. In addition, 
students related \vith ali of environments (TV, radio, 
news, friends, different aids and materials ete.). In 
constructivism it is assıımed that learning occurs in 
whole experiences. The teachers guided different 
activities for students. They carried out interviews with 
other people in their city, wrote essays or articles about 
the given topic, developed their projects or experiments, 
and played CD about their subject on their computers. 
Also, they wrote poems, sang songs or danced. They 
developed hands-on activities and drew pictures. The
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sludenls having pre-existing kno\vlcdge and experiences 
werc able to constnıct these activities and nıaterials. 
Afler preparing thc aclivitics, they applied Ihem in thc 
classroom environnıent. They usually studied as groups. 
Learııing was then assessed through performance- based 
projects rather than ihrough traditional paper and pencil 
lesling (SEDL, 1994). Studeııts constructed portfolios 
themselves. Real factual examples were investigated by 
the students in this group. And then, concept nıaps \verc 
nıade by students in experimental group. Students 
groups learned the same subject using different activities. 
Student portfolios, concept maps, observations and 
interviesvs were used for assessment. The leaming 
process also contained its assessment process. Therefore, 
the students both evaluated themselves and the teacher 
evaluated their performance in many ways.
The teacher was active in the control group \vhose 
lectures took a traditional form. Students’ participation 
was mainly in the form of taking notes and sporadic 
questions. The textbook was the main material for this 
group. Sometimes maps and globes were used for the 
lesson. In the process of treatment, the researcher used 
digital video- canıera for observations to both groups. 
After the learning process an intervietv \vas carried out 
with students, teacher and parents.
After the treatment, the students wrote an essay, made 
a picture in the process of social studies course for both 
of the groups for qualitative analyses. In addition, 
achievement tests and attitude to\vard social studies 
scales \vere implemented as post-tests to both groups for 
quantitative analyses. These observations with both 
groups \vere recorded by digital video canıera.
Instruments
Multiple-Choice Achievement Test: In order to 
investigate students’ achievement about the unit, a 30- 
item multiple choice achievement test was developed by 
the researchers. In developing this test, the instructional 
objectives for the unit in different cognitive levels 
(knoıvledge, comprehension and application) \vere 
stated by the researcher. Each iteni of the test had one 
correct ansıver and four distractors. The items of the test 
vvere investigated by an expcrt in social studies 
(geography), a social studies educator and a curriculum 
developer for face and conteııt validity. The test was
given to both groups as a pre-test (APRA) to examine 
students’ prior knoıvledge before the treatment. 
Moreover, the same test was administrated to both 
groups as post-test (APOST). The KR- 20 reliability of 
the test was found to be 0.70
Attitude Sade Toward Social Studies: The scale was 
developed by B. Şahin, Çakır and T. Şahin (2000) to 
measure students’ attitudes tovvard social studies. This 
scale contaiııs 27 likert type items (strongly agree, agree, 
undecided, disagree and strongly disagree). The 
reliability (Cronbach Alpha) was found to be 0.94 in 
1998. This scale \vas given to both groups as pre-test 
(ATPRET) and post-test (ATPOST).
Academic Self-Concept Scale: In order to assess 
students’ perceptions of their academic abilities, the 
academic self-concept scale developed by Brookover et 
al (1964) was used in this study. Senemoglu (1989) 
adoptcd this test into Turkish and found the reliability 
coefficient as 0.80, 0.84. and 0.89. Salıin-Yanpar (1997) 
used the scale in mathematics and social Sciences and 
found the reliability as 0.79 for mathematics and 0.91 
for social Sciences. The scale consists of 8 items. This 
scale was administered as a pre-test (ASCPRET) and 
post-test (ASCPOST) to both groups.
Observations and interviews: The observations and 
interviews were recorded by digital camera in two 
groups. The records were \vritten and analysed through 
coding.
Analysis: The quantitative data were analysed using 
an independent t test. Moreover, means and Standard 
deviations were given for ali independent and dependent 
variables.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
The means and Standard deviations are given in Table 
1 for achievement and attitudes of the students in both 
groups. Means of achievement and attitudes in 
cxperimental group are higher than means of 
achievement and attitudes in control group.
Multivariate Analysis ofCovariance (MANCOVA)
In social studies most of the variables are related to 
each other so differences between the groups caused by 
confounding variables should be statistically controlled
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The purpose of the preseni research is two fold:
(a) To examine the significanl differences between a 
group exposed to the group activities based on 
constnıclivist approach and a group exposed to 
lecturing nıethod in tenns of aclıievenıent and 
attitudes of sludents in an elementary social studies 
coursc.
(b) To investigate the teacher and the studeııts 
comments.
Method
The cxperimental method was used in this study. 
Observations and intervievvs were used as qııalitative 
and MANCOVA analyses were used to analyse the data.
Subjects
Tlıis study was conducted on 54 fifth grade studeııts of 
a social studies course in an elementary school which is 
located at the west part of the Black Sea Rcgion in 
Tıırkey. Tlıis study was applied to students of t\vo groııps 
froııı the saıııe school. The groups were randomly 
selected. One of the groups, consistiııg of 30 students 
used group activities based on coııstructivist approach 
while the other group consisted of 24 students \vho were 
given traditional instruetion.
Design and Procedure
The course was seheduled as 2 hoıırs a day. The study 
\vas conducted över 25 days duriııg the unit called “Our 
Couıılry”. Both of the teachers were wonıen wlıo had 
similar levels of education (graduated from a faculty of 
education) and \vho had nıore than 20 years of 
experieııcc in teaching social studies coıırses and who 
both had taught in heterogeııeoııs classroonıs.
First, observations were carried out on two groups 
using a digital video caıııera. Students dre\v pictıırcs 
about the social studies lesson process, and \vrote essays 
aboııt the unit. In addition, a prc-achievement test and a 
scale testiııg attitude toward social studies were given to 
both groups as pre-test to control the possible 
differences before the beginning of the study. The data 
shoıv that both of the groups were the same before the 
treatment (p>0,05) for pre-test result and attitude to\vard 
social studies. Theıı, the teacher in the experimental
group \vas given a sveek’s training on the constructivist 
approach using Brooks and Brooks’ principles (1993. 
Additionally, some direetions on the coııstructivist 
process were given. Brooks and Brooks (1993) 
suggested tıvelve strategics for constructivist teachers.
Lesson plans based on constructivism were explained 
and given. However, it vvas emphasized that these plans 
can be changed by the students in the lesson process. A 
range of different group activities and materials based 
on a constructivist approach were developed for social 
studies education in the elementary school in this study. 
The objeetives, topics of units, and activities were 
determined. The teacher gave direetion about topics and 
activities, and facilitated students. Students constructed 
contents of topics. They prepared their materials and 
activities. So, content was changed according to 
students. While students were constructing their 
lcarniııg aids, the teacher helped the students. The 
teacher guided the students, stimulating and provoking 
the student’s critical thinking, analysis and synthesis 
throughout the leaming process. The students set up a 
balance betıveen their prior knowledge and the new 
experience. After the new experience, students 
constnıcted ne\v knowledge and affeetive characteristics. 
Students constructed activities and materials according 
to their existiııg cultural characteristics and school 
environmetıt. Parents often helped their students as 
teachers. In the family the child and family members 
shared contexts that can be regarded as shared social 
constructs, \vhich is also a critical context for 
determining individual constructs. This \vas also 
extreıııely poıverfııl within the peer group (Marsh, 
http:/vvww.banıaed.ua.edu/ail601/const.htm). There was 
interactioıı anıong the teacher, students, their parents 
and peers for constructivist leaming process. In addition, 
students relaled \vith ali of cııvironments (TV, radio, 
ııews, frieııds, different aids and materials ete.). In 
constructivism it is assumed that leaming occıırs in 
\vhole expeıieııces. The teachers guided different 
activities for students. They carried out interviews \vith 
other people in their city, wrote essays or articles about 
the given topic, developed their projects or experiments, 
and played CD about their subject on their computers. 
Also, they \vrote poenıs, sang songs or danced. They 
developed hands-on activities and drew pictures. The
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sludents having pre-existing knovvledge and cxperienccs 
wcre able lo construct these activilies and materials. 
After prcparing the aclivities, (hey applied thenı in thc 
classroom environment. They usually studied as groups. 
Leaming \vas then assessed through performance- based 
projects ralher than through traditional paper and pencil 
tcstiııg (SEDL, 1994). Sludents coııstructed portfolios 
themselves. Real factual examples were investigated by 
the sludents in this group. And then, concept maps \vere 
made by students in experimental group. Students 
groups lcamed the sanıe subject using different aclivities. 
Student portfolios, concept ıııaps, observations and 
intervie\vs were used for assessment. The leaming 
process also contained its assessment process. Therefore, 
the students bolh evaluated themselves and the teacher 
evalualed their performance in many \vays.
The teacher was active in the control group whose 
lectures took a traditional form. Students’ participation 
was mainly in the form of taking notes and sporadic 
questions. The textbook \vas the main material for this 
group. Sometimes maps and globes were used for the 
lesson. In the process of treatment, the researcher used 
digital video- camera for observations to both groups. 
After the learning process an interview was carried out 
with students, teacher and parents.
After the treatment, the students wrote an essay, made 
a picture in the process of social studies course for both 
of the groups for qualitative analyses. In addition, 
achievement tesis and attitude tovvard social studies 
scales were implemented as post-tests to both groups for 
quantitative analyses. These observations with both 
groups were recorded by digital video camera.
Instruments
Multiple-Cho'ıce Achievement Test: In order to 
investigate students’ achievement about the unit, a 30- 
itenr multiple choice achievement test was developed by 
the researchers. In developing this test, the instructional 
objectives for the unit in different cognitive levels 
(knovvledge, comprehension and application) were 
stated by the researcher. Each iteni of the test had one 
correct ans\ver and four distractors. The items of the test 
were investigated by an expcrt in social studies 
(geography), a social studies educator and a cumculum 
developer for face and content validity. The test was
given lo both groups as a pre-test (APRA) to examine 
students’ prior knovvledge before the treatment. 
Moreover, the sanıe test was administrated to both 
groups as post-test (APOST). The KR- 20 reliability of 
the test was found to be 0.70
Attitude Scale Toward Social Studies: The scale was 
developed by B. Şahin, Çakır and T. Şahin (2000) to 
measure students’ attitudes toward social studies. This 
scale contains 27 likert type items (strongly agree, agree, 
undecided, disagree and strongly disagree). The 
reliability (Cronbach Alpha) was found to be 0.94 in 
1998. This scale was given to both groups as pre-test 
(ATPRET) and post-test (ATPOST).
Academic Self-Concept Scale: In order to assess 
students’ perceptions of their academic abilities, the 
academic self-concept scale developed by Brookover et 
al (1964) was used in this study. Senemoglu (1989) 
adopted this test into Tıırkish and found the reliability 
coefficient as 0.80, 0.84. and 0.89. Sahin-Yanpar (1997) 
used the scale in mathematics and social Sciences and 
found the reliability as 0.79 for mathematics and 0.91 
for social Sciences. The scale consists of 8 items. This 
scale svas administered as a pre-test (ASCPRET) and 
post-test (ASCPOST) to both groups.
Ohseıvations and inteıviews: The observations and 
intervie\vs \vere recorded by digital camera in tsvo 
groups. The records were \vritten and analysed through 
coding.
Analysis: The quantitative data werc analysed using 
an indepeııdent t test. Moreover, means and Standard 
deviations were given for ali independent and dependent 
variables.
Results
Descriptive Statistics
The means and Standard deviations are given in Table 
1 for achievement and attitudes of the students in both 
groups. Means of achievement and attitudes in 
experimental group are higher than means of 
achievement and attitudes in control group.
Multivariate Analysis o f Covar'ıance (MANCOVA)
In social studies most of the variables are related to 
each other so differences between the groups caused by 
confounding variables should be statistically controlled
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Tabi e 1.
Means and St. Deviations for Variables Across Groups
Group Mcaıı St.Deviation N
Achievement Expcrimcntal 17,033 3,011 30
Conlrol 14,342 4,283 24
Attitude Experimcntal 123,93 10,573 30
Control 98,667 17,397 24
Achievement Scoıe out of 30, Attitude Score out of 
135
for. Since the covariates should be linearly related to the 
depeııdeııt variables and shouldn’t be correlated with 
each other by llıemselves, a correlation analysis is 
performed. The results of the correlation analysis are 
presented in Table 2.
Table 2.
Correlations between DependeıU Variables and Covariates
Variables APRET ATPRET ASCPRET APOST ATPOST ASCPST
APRET 1 0,376** 0,249** 0,578** 0,389** 0.185
ATPRET 0,76** 1 0,436** 0,334* 0,538** 0.205
ASCPRET 0,249 0.436** 1 0,385** 0,468** 0.501**
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
As shosvn in Table 2; because of the fact that 
APRET&ATPRET and ATPRET&ASCPRET are 
sigııificantly correlated with each other, APRET and 
ASCPRET \vere used as covariates in the MANCOVA 
model. The MANCOVA model for the study coıısisted 
of 2 dependent variables being the students’ multiple 
choice post-test achievement and their attitudes towards 
social studies, an independent variable, group, and two 
covariates, APRET and ASCPRET. Table 3 presents the 
Box of covariaııce matrices.
Table 3.
Box’s Test of Equality of Covariaııce Matrices
Box M F dfl df2 Sig.
8.115 2.590 3 689047 0. 051
As seen in table 3 non-significaııcy (p: 0.051) shows 
that two of the dependent variables are equal across the 
independent variable groııp. Thııs, the data satisfy the 
homogeneity of covariance matrices assumptioıı of
MANCOVA. On the other hand, it was assumed that no 
subjects’ score on dependent variable is influenced by 
other subjects in both of the groups. The other 
assumption of MANCOVA is ali the individual 
dependent variables (APOST and ATPOST) were 
normally distributed. Table 4 shows the multivariate test 
of tlıis MANCOVA model.
Table 4.
Multivariate Tesis of MANCOVA
Source of 
Variance
Wilks’
Lanıbda
Hypothcsis
df
Error
df
Multivarite
F
P
APRET 0,640 2 49 13.757 0,000*
ASCPRET 0,855 2 49 4.140 0,022*
GROUP 0,524 2 49 22.225 0,000*
N= 54, *: p < 0,05
As seen in Table 4, group resulted in significant 
multivariate F. This means that there was a significant 
mean difference between students’ exposed to 
constructivist approach (experinıental group) and the 
students’ exposed to a traditional approach (control 
group) on the collective dependent variables of their 
multiple choice post-test achievement and their attitudes 
to\vards social studies after the treatment. In order to 
decide \vhich dependent variables were responsible for 
this significance the follcnv up ANCOVA was 
conducted. The results of the follow up univariate 
ANCOVA for two of the dependent variables are given 
in Table 5.
As can be seen from Table 5, the group resulted in 
significant univariate F for APOST and ATPOST (Post- 
achievement and Post-attitude). When the significance 
of the covariates for the dependent variables is 
examined, APRET (pre-achievement) resulted in a 
significant portion of the variance in APOST and 
ATPOST. Moreover, ACSPRET resulted in significant 
portion of the variance on ATPOST (Academic self- 
concept before the treatment resulted in a significant 
univariate F for only attitude toward social studies after 
the treatment). Therefore, the variance caused by these 
covariates on the stated dependent variables could be 
adequately parted out from the variance caused by these 
dependent variables. As seen in Table 5, eta-square of
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Tablc 5.
Results of Univariate ANCOVA
Sourcc Dependent
Variable
df MS r P Eta Squarcd 
(Effcct Size)
Povver
APRET APOST 1 190.862 22.746 0,000 0.313 0.997
ATPOST 1 1508.874 10,875 0,002 0.179 0.899
ASCPRET APOST 1 25.313 3.017 0,089 0.057 0.399
ATPOST 1 977,791 7.047 0,011 0.124 0.740
Group APOST 1 44..329 5.283 0.026 0.096 0.616
ATPOST 1 6191.498 44.625 0,000 0.476 1
APOST (0.096) sho\vs the lo\v magnitııde of the mean 
differcnce between two groups and observed power is 
medium (0.616). Effect size of ATPOST (0.476) shovvs 
the medium mean difference between the t\vo groups. 
Since the power is high (1), the probabilily of deteeting 
a significant effcct when the effect thoroughly exists in 
nature is also high. The direetion of the effect of 
trcatment can be examined through the adjusted means 
of dependent variables aeross groups. Table 6 shovvs the 
adjusted means of the dependent variables for 
constructivist and traditional groups.
Table 6.
Adjusted Means of Dependent Variable Amoııg Group
Dependent Variable Group Adjusted Mean
APOST Expcrimcnt 16.764
Control 14.878
ATPOST Experimcnt 122,609
Control 100.322
As can be understood from the adjusted means for the 
dependent variables, the group exposed to the 
constructivist approach achieved betler results on the 
two dependent variables than the group exposed to a 
traditional approach. According to the adjusted means of 
the dependent variable betvveen groups (Table 6), 
students exposed to the constructivist approach achieved
better results than the students exposed to the traditional 
approach (x=16.764, x=14.878, respectively).
Moreover, students in the tovvards social studies than the 
ones in control group (x=122.609, x=100.322; 
respectively). These results shovv that mean difference 
of attitude is higher than the mean difference of 
achievement in both groups. So the effect size and 
povver of attiludes are higher than achievement.
Interview Results
At the end of this study, the teacher vvho used 
constructivist group activities vvas intervievved. Iıı 
experimental group had better attitudes addition, 
intervievvs vvere conducted vvith the students vvho had 
covered a unit of social studies course via the 
constructivist approach. The results are as follovvs:
Results o f the Interviev/ with the Teacher (Asiye Özen) o f 
the Esperimental Group
Seven qııestions vvere asked to the teacher.
Intervievver: What are the dijferences behveen this 
unit process and the other unit process?
The Teacher: I was anxious at the beginning o f this 
study. I lıave beetı teaching for 26 years. Dııring this 
study, I had to itse a different teaching method. My 
students started to study. They undertook research, they 
prepared transpareııcies. They eııjoyed ali the activities 
they did theınselves. İn other ıınits, I often gave exams. 
But üfler this unit, the students took only one exanı and
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Table 1.
Means and St. Deviatians for Variables Across Groııps
Group Mean St.Deviation N
Aclıicvcnıent Expcrimental 17,033 3,011 30
Control 14,342 4,283 24
Attitude Experimcntal 123,93 10,573 30
Control 98,667 17,397 24
Achievement Score out of 30, Attitude Score out of
135
for. Since Ihe covariates should be linearly rclated to the 
depcndent vaıiablcs and shouldıı’t be correlated with 
eaclı other by tlıcmselves, a correlalion analysis is 
pcrfoınıed. The results of the correlalion analysis are 
preseııted in Table 2.
Table 2.
Correlations behveen Dependenl Variables and Covariates
Variables APRET ATPRET ASCPRET APOST ATPOST ASCPST
APRET 1 0,376** 0,249** 0,578** 0,389** 0.185
ATPRET 0,76** 1 0,436** 0,334* 0,538** 0.205
ASCPRET 0,249 0.436** 1 0,385** 0,468** 0.501**
*p<0.05, **p<0.01
As sho\vn in Table 2; because of Ihe fact that 
APRET&ATPRET and ATPRET&ASCPRET are 
signifıcantly correlated with each other, APRET and 
ASCPRET were used as covariates in the MANCOVA 
model. The MANCOVA model for the study consisted 
of 2 dependenl variables being the students’ multiple 
choice post-test achievement and their attitudes towards 
social studies, an independent variable, group, and two 
covariates, APRET and ASCPRET. Table 3 presents the 
Box of covariance matrices.
Table 3.
Dox 's Test of Eguality of Covariance Matrices
Box M F dfl df2 SİR.
8.115 2.590 3 689047 0. 051
As seen in table 3 non-significancy (p: 0.051) slıows 
that tvvo of the dependent variables are cqual across the 
independent variable group. Thus, the data satisfy the 
homogeneity of covariance matrices assumption of
MANCOVA. On the other hand, it %vas assumed that no 
subjects’ score on dependent variable is influenced by 
other subjects in both of the groups. The other 
assumption of MANCOVA is ali the individual 
dependenl variables (APOST and ATPOST) were 
normally distributed. Table 4 shows the multivariate test 
of tlıis MANCOVA model.
Table 4.
Multivariate Tesis of MANCOVA
Sourcc of 
Variance
\Vilks’
Lambda
Hypothcsis
df
Error
df
Multivaritc
F
P
APRET 0,640 2 49 13.757 0,000*
ASCPRET 0,855 2 49 4.140 0,022*
GROUP 0,524 2 49 22.225 0,000*
N= 54, *: p < 0,05
As seen in Table 4, group resulted in significant 
multivariate F. This means that there was a significant 
mean difference betvveen students’ exposed to 
constructivist approach (experimental group) and the 
students’ exposed to a traditional approach (control 
groııp) on the collective dependent variables of their 
multiple choice post-test achievement and their attitudes 
towards social studies after the treatmenl. In order to 
decide \vhich dependent variables were responsible for 
this significance the follow up ANCOVA \vas 
conducted. The results of the follow up univariate 
ANCOVA for two of the dependent variables are given 
in Table 5.
As can be seen from Table 5, the group resulted in 
significant univariate F for APOST and ATPOST (Post- 
achievement and Post-attitude). When the significance 
of the covariates for the dependent variables is 
examined, APRET (pre-achievement) resulted in a 
significant portioıı of the variance in APOST and 
ATPOST. Moreover, ACSPRET resulted in significant 
portioıı of the variance on ATPOST (Academic self- 
concept before the treatment resulted in a significant 
univariate F for only attitude tovvard social studies after 
the treatment). Therefore, the variance caused by these 
covariates on the stated dependent variables could be 
adequately parted out from the variance caused by these 
dependent variables. As seen in Table 5, eta-square of
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Tablc 5.
Results of Univariatc ANCOVA
Sourcc Dependent
Variable
df MS F P Eta Squarcd 
(Effcct Size)
Powcr
APRET APOST 1 190.862 22.746 0,000 0.313 0.997
ATPOST 1 1508.874 10,875 0,002 0.179 0.899
ASCPRET APOST 1 25.313 3.017 0,089 0.057 0.399
ATPOST 1 977,791 7.047 0,011 0.124 0.740
Group APOST 1 44..329 5.283 0.026 0.096 0.616
ATPOST 1 6191.498 44.625 0,000 0.476 1
APOST (0.096) shcnvs the Iow magnitııde of the mean 
difference behveen two groups and observed power is 
nıedium (0.616). Effect size of ATPOST (0.476) shows 
the nıedium mean difference between the two groups. 
Since the power is high (1), the probability of detectiııg 
a significant effcct when the effect thoroughly exists in 
nature is also high. The direction of the effect of 
treatmcnt can be examined through the adjusted means 
of dependent variables across groups. Table 6 shosvs the 
adjusted means of the dependent variables for 
constructivist and traditional groups.
Table 6.
Adjusted Means of Dependent Variable Arnong Group
Dependent Variable Group Adjusted Mean
APOST Expcrimcnt 16.764
Control 14.878
ATPOST Expcriment 122,609
Control 100.322
As can be understood from the adjusted means for the 
dependent variables, the group exposed to the 
constructivist approach achieved better results on the 
t\vo dependent variables than the group exposed to a 
traditional approach. According to the adjusted means of 
the dependent variable betvveen groups (Table 6), 
students exposed to the constructivist approach achieved
better results than the students exposed to the traditional 
approach (x=16.764, x=14.878, respectively).
Moreover, students in the tovvards social studies than the 
ones in control group (x=122.609, x=100.322i 
respectively). These results show that mean difference 
of attitude is higlıer than the mean difference of 
achievement in both groups. So the effect size and 
power of attitııdes are lıigher than achievement.
Interview Results
At the end of this stııdy, the teacher who used 
constructivist group activities was intervie\ved. In 
experimental group had better attitudes addition, 
iııtervieıvs were conducted with the students who had 
covered a unit of social studies course via the 
constructivist approach. The results are as follows:
Results o f the Interview witlı the Teacher (Asiye Özen) of 
the Experiınent(il Group
Seven cjueslions \vere asked to the teacher.
Intervie\ver: What are the differences behveen this
unit process and the other unit process?
The Teacher: I was anxious at the beginning o f this 
stııdy. /  have been teaching for 26 years. Dııring this 
stııdy, 1 had to itse a different teachiııg ınethod. My 
students started to stııdy. They ıındertook research, they 
prepured transparencies. They enjoyed ali the activities 
they did themselves. In other ıınits, I often gave exams. 
But ııfter this unit, the students took only one exam and
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they were successfitl. Moreover, tlıey were evaluated 
by a different method. They constructed their fües. 
Some stııdents who did not eııjoy hoınework before tlıe 
ıınit prepared different materials. According to the 
teacher the stııdents were active during the process.
Interviewer: \Vhat a re the dijferences between high, 
mediutn and low achieveınent stııdents in this ıınit?
Tlıe Teacher: Good stııdents were good, mediutn 
stııdents began to develop, but 1 enjoyed lo\v stııdents. 
They were active. They said "we prepared plays on the 
sııbject”. I  was a gıtide. They prepared their activities. 
A stııdeııt lıating lectııre, started to eııjoy the lectııre with 
different activities. He was active. At the beginniııg o f 
the stııdy, they did not want to constrııct the groııp. 
Tlıeıı, they constructed their groııps. Ali o f theın ıvere 
active. Tlıere was no passive stııdeııt in this ıınit. Ali o f 
the teachers slıoııld learn this process. She noticed that 
ali of the students were highly active.
Intervievver: What do yon tlıiıık aboııt the otlıer teachers’ 
way ofteııching?
Tlıe Teacher: They itse traditional method in ıvhiclı 
they lectııre, ask questions and itse the, ıııaps and 
textbooks.
Iııtervievver: What were pareııts’ tlıoııghts aboııt their 
childreıı after the application o f this process ııııit? Some 
pareııts said their childreıı had changed. For exanıple a 
stııdeııt ’s parent said my clıild was slıy before this ıınit. But 
after this ıınit, she weııt every\vhere without being slıy".
Tlıe teacher said that pareııts noticed their childreıı 
began to gain different characteristics. The teacher’s 
ansvver is a \vonderful example for changing.
Iııtervievver: How ıvos the evalııation o f this process 
fo r  yon? What is the role o f the teacher?
The teacher: Stııdent-centered ıııethods were ıısed in 
this stııdy. The teacher’s role is that o f a gıtide at the 
heginning o f the stııdy and tıırııs iııto being a co- learner 
and nıonitor during the process o f the stııdy.
The Iııtervievver: What do yon tlıiıık aboııt stııdents’ 
fileş? Are they usefııl?
The Teacher: Ali o f the stııdents \vaııt to prepare good 
fileş. They waııt to lıave eveıy piece o f work in their 
fileş. So, they strııggled for preparatioıı. The teacher 
thoııght that thesc assessmeııt methods were ııseful for 
stııdeııt development and different from the other 
assessmeııt methods.
The Intervievver: What are yoıır proposııls on this 
process?
The Teacher: Assessmeııt is iınportaııt. Assessmeııt 
slıoııld be made from time to time during the ıınit 
process. I did not condııct aııy assessmeııt during the 
ıınit. Hoıvever, the stııdents learııed. This surprised me. 
in addition, the stııdents evaluated theıııselves. 
According to the teacher, exams should be conducted 
frequently. She thoııght the assessments in the study 
were insufficient as she was used to traditional tests. As 
a result of the intervievv it can be understood that the 
teacher \vanted to use constructivist approach and that 
the teacher can learn this approach.
Result s o f the Intervieıv with the Students
The students thought that they took different courses. 
They outliııed their teacher’s previous approach. They 
Iikcd this approach.
Tlıe Intervievver: Wlıat are the dijferences betıveeıı 
this ıınit process and the other ıınit process?
Student 1: /  want to talk aboııt my teacher’s teaching 
o f social stııdies. Oıır teacher wrote a sıımmaıy on the 
sııbject. She explaiııed its meaning. We wrote down what 
she said. Tlıeıı she asked questions. We aııswered thenı. 
She gave (+,-) for ansıvers. Sometimes, we went on a 
picııic or excıırsion. But in this ıınit, we took special 
courses. Conıpııters, transparencies, pictııres, poems 
ete. We enjoyed this ıınit.
Stııdent 2: Iıı this ııııit some friends who did not want 
to expUıin thiııgs before the ıınit explained some 
information and prepared nıaterials, played the games. 
We enjoyed this method.
Student 3: Ali o f us were active and we liked the 
lessons in this ııııit.
Student 4: W e did not like social stııdies before. But 
this lesson is like a gıııııe. No\v I like social stııdies.
Student 5: I did not participate in this lesson before 
the method. But I like this process and my friends do, 
too.
Student 6: I rarely participate in this lesson. But in 
this ııııit, I paıticipated in the lesson. The use o f 
Computer, transparencies, playing the games, reading o f 
poems and songs were in this ııııit. We enjoyed thenı.
Student 7 :1 did not use to like social stııdies. I did not 
use to stand tıp to explaitı anything. Sometimes I ıısed to 
explaiıı sometlıing aboııt the topic, fo r  / was afraid o f
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gettiııg a poor grade. But lam  not afruid o f tlıis lesson.
I like resen reli.
Studeın 8: Tlıis unit wa.s different froın tlıe otlıer ımit.s. 
In tlıe otlıer ııııit, w e did not tt.se different materials. \Ve 
had ourfıle.s on tlıis unit. / maile aıı effoı t fo r  tlıis file. I 
studied ney products wilh nıy friends. And tlıen I enjoyed 
our work.s.
The Inlcrviewer: W hat a re tlıe dijferences hetween
tlıis ııııit proce.ss and tlıe otlıer unit process?
.Student I: I wıınt to talk about nıy teaclıers’ teachiııg 
o f tlıe social studies. Our teadıer wrote sııınnıaıy on tlıe 
subject. Slıe expkıiııed its meaning. W e t vrote \vlıat site 
suid. Tlıen slıe asked cptestions. We anstvered llıeııı. Slıe 
gave + or - fo r  answers. Sometimes, we went to picııic 
or e.Kcursion. But in tlıis unit, we took special courses. 
Coınputers, transparendes, pidııres, poenıs ete. \Ve 
enjoyed tlıis unit.
Student 2: In tlıis unit some friends wlıo did not want 
to exptain tlıings hefore tlıe unit explained some 
information and prepared ınaterials, played tlıe games. 
We enjoyed tlıis nıethod.
Studenl 3: Ali o f us were aetive and we liked tlıis 
lesson in tlıis unit.
Student 4: \Ve did not like social studies hefore. But 
tlıis lesson is tike a game. Now I like social studies.
Student 5: I did not participate in tlıis lesson hefore 
tlıe nıethod. But I like tlıis process and so do ıııy friends.
Student 6: I rarely participate in tlıis lesson. But in 
tlıis unit, I participated in tlıe lesson. The tise o f 
Computer, transparendes, playing tlıe gaıııes, reading o f 
poenıs and songs were in tlıis unit. We enjoyed them.
Student 7: I did not tise to like social studies. I did not 
itse to stand tıp to explain anytlıing. Sometimes 1 used to 
exptain sometlıing about tlıe topic, for 1 was afraid o f 
taking poor grade. But I anı not afraid o f tlıis lesson. I 
like researclı.
Student 8: Tlıis unit was different froın tlıe otlıer units. 
In tlıe otlıer unit, we did not itse different ınaterials. \Ve 
had our fileş on tlıis unit. I maile an effort for tlıis file. I 
studied nıy products with nıy friends. And tlıeıı I enjoyed 
our works.
The Interviewer: \Vhat do yoıt tlıink about yoıır fileş?
Student 1: My file consisted o f nıy woık and ıııy
groııps’ work. So, my file is not enoıtgh fo r  ine. But 
sometimes I ıııade a picture, I wrote an article and essay
on varioııs subjects. But I was not able to write a soııg. 
Some friends put a lot o f nıuterial in their fileş. I ıııade 
an effort to put different material in my fileş.
Student 2: /  do not like writing stories. But l  liked it 
in tlıis unit. I wrote some cptestions. I ıııade eveıything 
beaııtifully.
Student 3: My fitle is enoıtglt fo r  nıe. I liked art and 
ııuısic. In tlıis unit, we used pictııres and mttsicfor social 
studies. I witl remember ıııyjiles in tlıe future.
Student 4: My file is enoıtgh for nıe. Eveıything on tlıis 
unit is in my fitle. I ıııade different ınaterials. I enjoyed 
ıııy file.
Studeııts enjoyed their \vork. They thought that their 
fileş were eııough for themselves. Different materials 
were put into tlıe fileş by the students. Materials \vere 
made by the groııps.
The Interviesver: \Vhat do yoıt tlıink about yoıır
learniııg and the itse o f different lessons in tlıis process?
The student: \Ve learned lıow to pıepare aıut tise 
different materials. \Ve enjoyed it. I want to itse tlıis 
nıethod. \Ve will sttıdy ıııore. But we a re not tired. Tlıis 
nıethod shoıtld be used in different lessons. We used it in 
matlıematics lessons and the lesson wtıs eııjoyable.
The students prepared group activities for 
malhematics. It \vas iııteresting. When students were 
asked \vhy tlıis nıethod was used for mathenıatics, they 
said they had svanted to use it themselves. They 
constructed soıııe activities such as dramatizatioıı. The 
teaclıer enjoyed theııı. The students tlıus changed their 
teacher’s nıethod for mathenıatics. They \vanted to be 
aetive and produetive.
The resıılts of intervieıvs \vith the students and the 
teacher show that the classroom environment was 
clıiefly tcacher-centred before the treatment. Therefore, 
group activities based on coııstrııctivist approach 
requiring ali the students’ aetive participation \vere very 
different for the students.
Conclıısion and Irnplications
Group activities based on a coııstrııctivist approach 
have been studied in social studies course by coıııpariııg 
t\vo groııps. As an aetive learner, I observed that the 
students liked tlıis approach. The group activities based 
on the constructivist approach have affected student’s
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attitııdes and achievement. Tlıcy have also eııriched their 
learniııg strategies and taught each other. There were a 
grcat variety of teaching methods changing from group 
to group. Although the topic of the unit or the problem 
was given by the teacher; the contents of the topic were 
eııriched by the stııdeııts. Because they learned to learn 
from themselves, their interest and attitudes have 
improved tmvards social studies course. Content and 
skills should be made relevant to the learner, so there 
should be a link betsveen the classroom and real life, 
eveıı the learning process in classrooms is the paıt of 
real life. Although applying constructivist priııciples in 
teaching is not an casy task, there \vill be no problem if 
both, teachers and students are \villing and sho\v effort. 
Furthermore, since the students construct their 
knowledge themselves, sufficieııt time is required. 
Hoıvever, the constructivist approach has affected the 
students positivcly in social studies. Social studies 
coıırses should also be given using the constructivist 
approach and activities for qualitative educatioııal 
development in Turkey. In this process, curriculum 
developcrs study active methods such as the 
constructivist approach and multiple intelligences, and 
use leclınology on different kinds of course. The social 
studies course is very important for citizenship, 
respoıısibilities, democracy, freedom, cultural and the 
social properties of a country. This course is given the 
students as the basic course during the primary 
education. Each course must be changed and eııriched 
year by year because globalisnı and technology affect ali 
countries. Therefore, the learning processes used in 
social studies ııeed new methods and techııologies. 
Teaching in social studies does not rely on lecturing, 
menıorization of facts, passive learning, and a textbook 
now. In group activities, the students share each olher’s 
different ideas and they construct new Solutions for 
social problems. The findings contain some implications 
for constrııctiııg group activities to foster desired 
outcoıııes. Carefully planned group activities based on 
the constructivist approach can encourage students to 
take more responsibility for their learning.
Our teachers often have some prejudices. For 
example: “the constructivist approach is very difficult, 
much time is required, and theory and practiccs are not 
easily applied according to theory”. They also believe
that the students were not capable of doing these group 
activities and materials produet. But this prejııdice 
should be clıalleııged. Elenıentary school education 
rules in our country already characterise learners as 
produetive, active, problem solving and decision- 
nıaking people, a deseription very elose to the 
constructivist approach. So, addietion to passive 
teaching methods should be changed by the teacher for 
social studies course. This study was carried out in an 
elenıentary school in Turkey. This study can thrcnv a 
light on lıigh quality learniııg education in this field in 
Turkey.
In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest some 
priııciples in social studies education: The knowledge 
should be interpreted and transferred instead of 
nıemorisation. The teacher should provide student 
ceııtered active learning methods. Group interaetion is 
very important in the learning process. Students should 
be iııvolved in the assessment of themselves based on 
constnıctivisnı.
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